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Reverend James Preston’s painting of a summer picnic titled ‘Family picnic, Kahu [Kakahu
River, near Geraldine]; Studholmes; Koln (German)’. Preston (����–��) was an Anglican
minister who was based in Geraldine from about ����. He travelled widely within the
district, giving services and painting what he saw. Although not a trained artist, his work
is valued for its honesty and the way it shows rural South Canterbury at a time when few
photographs were taken. This delightful summer image has young women paddling in the
rapids, possibly with Koln, the German, standing on the right. The shape of the rock in
the background is perhaps not quite so honest! Canterbury Museum, JP.��
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Editorial

Many of the sectors that historians work in are struggling to find suitable
staff. This is consistent with the wider employment situation, but it is a
remarkable state of affairs. For the first time in generations, it should be
possible for anyone to find a job in their chosen profession.
phanza has been told that the likes of museums, heritage agencies,

archives, local authorities and government departments are having
difficulties in filling positions. Some of this may be attributed to people
chasing better money in an inflationary climate. The government public
service wage freeze will likely not be helping that state of affairs either.
How long this will last is anyone’s guess.We are told that inflation can

only be beaten by lifting unemployment rates, but that would be a cruel
turn of events, especially when the cost of living is biting so severely.
We know that finding work at any time is difficult for some phanza

members and that making a living is not always easy. If the current cir-
cumstances are giving opportunities to more of our members, then that
can only be a good – if temporary – thing.

—Michael Kelly
President
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Happy 21st Papers Past!

Paul Diamond, Curator Māori, Alexander Turnbull Library, led a
series of three panel discussions to celebrate the 21st anniversary
of Papers Past. Reuben Daubé (Wellington), Robyn Burgess
(Christchurch) and David Verran (Auckland) share their
impressions.

wellington – national library, 18 august 2022
The event was chaired by Paul Diamond (National Library) who opened
the discussion with a history of Papers Past, from humble beginnings to
becoming (with over 35 million views annually) the National Library’s
most popular website. Diamond invited each panellist to share their ex-
periences of using Papers Past over the last 21 years.

sydney shep

As Sydney Shep (Te Herenga Waka University of Victoria) remarked,

Papers Past has changed the way researchers work in New Zealand. We
have become digital historians – searching for any mention of a person,
place, or topic amidst a vast online database. Sydneywarned that for every
door Papers Past can open, another door may close. Unless you have a key
word or phrase, one can overlook important information, or use abject
material skewed by algorithms. The digital world is challenging, and re-
searchers must work harder than ever to navigate it.

arini loader

Arini Loader spoke of her experiences teaching history at Victoria Uni-
versity, where she has seen first-hand how Papers Past can inspire, yet
equally challenge her students.AMāori perspective is largely absent from
Papers Past, with even less material in te reo Māori. Teaching students to
peel back the layers of a colonial narrative and unearth the voices of
tangatawhenua is difficult.This challenge is exacerbated by the factmany
younger students have only ever used Papers Past for research. Con-
sequently, many are not mindful of any underlying prejudices – whose
voices are being heard and who remains silent – or the context for which
a document has been sourced.

ian f grant

From printing the student union magazine in the sixties, to trawling Pa-
pers Past for his most recent publications, print media has been ever
present in IanGrant’s life.Although, at times, it can feel like searching for
a needle in a haystack, Papers Past provides a fascinating snapshot into
ordinary life – the attitudes, fashions, and feelings of a particular time. Pa-
per Past allows one to trace a person’s life, career, achievements, and indis-
cretions, as nearly everything was published in the newspapers of the day.
Ian argued the success of Papers Past has been how it has made research-
ers take the role of newspapers and cartoons in our societymore seriously.

jared davidson

As Jared Davidson (Alexander Turnbull Library) put it: ‘Papers Past is the
gateway drug into the seedy world of archives and libraries.’ The website
is the entry point that sparks interest and enables many to get into more
serious research. For Jared, Papers Past has been vital for tracing New Zea-
land’s working-class history and has formed the backbone of much of his
publishedwork. Papers Past is both accessible and engaging, enabling one

From left: Jared Davidson, Arini Loader, Sydney Shep, Ian Grant, Paul Diamond. National
Library of New Zealand.
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to dip in and out of history with ease. Jared argued that recognising the
absence of context, a downside of the quick search function, is a critical
skill needed for researchers to utilise the website effectively.

the next 21 years?

The panel discussion concluded with a question-and-answer session,
which produced a wide-ranging and informative discussion. The panel-
lists challenged Papers Past to increase its use of Māori language and per-
spectives, and to digitise a wider range of material up to the present day.
The challenge? How will Papers Past capture social media and newer
forms of news-making?

—Reuben Daubé (Heritage Advisor,Wellington City Council)

christchurch – tūranga, 12 september 2022
Speakers at the Papers Past turns 21 Christchurch event – Kamala Hay-
man, Katie Pickles, Lydia Mearns and Martin Fisher – shared their in-
sights on how Papers Past has changed our research lives. Paul Diamond
set the scene and facilitated the panel discussion.

kamala hayman

Kamala Hayman (The Press editor) noted that Papers Past provided stories
of old for the 160th anniversary of The Press in 2021.The Press archives
had been lost in theCanterbury Earthquakes ten years earlier so the digit-
ised papers saved the day. Still, initially not enough was accessible, soThe
Press copyright permissions for Papers Past digitisation were extended.
Not all past stories sit well with us today. Women’s Suffrage was the
screeching sisterhood, Elvis was raucous, and the Beatles were awful. Art-
icles are just a reflection of the writer and the paper. They are part of a
puzzle, even if sometimes painful and difficult. Today’s content will be
sources for the future. They will be subjective in their way too.

katie pickles

Papers Past has revolutionised how we do history said Katie Pickles (Uni-
versity of Canterbury).No longer getting inked fingers on decaying news-
paper or reading through a magnifying glass, research through digitisa-
tion is now cleaner, sanitised and it has changed how we sniff out stories.
You can do much more, much faster. But, take care, the digital is not a

complete record.Word search parameters can lead to a ‘smash and grab’
approach to history.Old newspapers, and our searches in Papers Past, are
themselves like an ever-growing curated scrapbook.

lydia mearns

Home-based usage of Papers Past has gone through the roof during the
C0vid 19 pandemic, observed Lydia Mearns (Underground Overground
Archaeology Ltd). For archaeological research, it can be a key resource to
access information identifying if a place is pre-1900. All sorts of things
are searchable for this – tender notices,descriptions of a place,magisterial
notices, A to Js, shipping notices. You think of archaeologists getting dirt
under fingernails and historians getting ink on their fingertips. Papers
Past could be seen to let historians become digital archaeologists.

martin fisher

For Martin Fisher (Ngāi Tahu Centre), free access to Papers Past is a priv-
ilege. A treasure trove of information for whānau histories, it cuts across

From left: Kamala Hayman, Katie Pickles, Lydia Mearns, Martin Fisher, Paul Diamond.
Photo: Charlotte McGillen.
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generations. In particular, it can be very helpful for the Waitangi Treaty
claims process. Material now available through Papers Past sometimes
hasn’t been seen by whānau. Reporting from the Native Land Court (now
Māori Land Court) fills in gaps and gives differing perspectives. But the
sources don’t sit on their own. There’s still a paucity of Māori language
newspapers and other material.

yesterday’s news

Newsprint is theworst quality paper. It was never designed to last.Now it’s
in short supply. The digitisation and accessibility of old newspapers
through Papers Past allows that fascinating lens into the past. But what of
the future of newspapers? Kamala thinks they won’t be around in the fu-
ture but there will still be a need for independent fearless journalism.
After all, journalists are observers of society. Even if imperfect, the work
they do will inform researchers in the future. As Katie says, in years to
come,who knows what will interest people about life today?

—Robyn Burgess (Senior Heritage Advisor, Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga, Christchurch)

auckland – auckland libraries, 30 september 2022
Paul Diamond introduced the talks and the speakers,and chaired the con-
cluding remarks from the panel. Papers Past is the most popular National
Library website. Paul took us through the milestones of its initial website
in 2001, the addition of text searchability in 2007 and the addition of
other formats in 2016, including now 422 book titles. Nevertheless, only
5% of all published newspapers pages are so far available on it to ‘check
the work of historians’.

caroline daley

As a student in the 1980s, Caroline Daley (University of Auckland) had
her first introduction to the rich material in newspapers from both hard
and microfilmed copies. Her students now, on the other hand, largely
only know historic newspapers from Papers Past. She acknowledged the
friendly interface of Papers Past, the fact that it is free, not subscriber
based and it is environmentally sustainable – users don’t have to physic-
ally travel to access the resources. Nevertheless, she also warned that Pa-
pers Past didn’t provide history in itself, context was vital. Mere access to

newspaper resources doesn’t make an historian she said. Searchers
needed to know what terms to use when searching, and appreciate the
wider picture presented in the whole newspaper rather than just the suc-
cessful search results.

seonaid harvey

Seonaid (Shona) Harvey (Auckland Libraries) spoke to her progression
from being a genealogist searching for dates of birth, death and marriage
to becoming a social historian, appreciating the wider social background
to those and other life events. Successful searches very often lead on to
searches for official documents and reports, and church, school and court
records amongst others. She also emphasised the positive results of
browsing newspapers, rather than just searching for specific names and
places.

carmen parahi

Carmen Parahi (Stuff.co.nz) spoke of Stuff’s progression into understand-
ing how Māori were portrayed in newspapers, especially those included
in Papers Past, and to contextualise that representation. An example was
how some press had treated Tame Iti in the past.Newspapers now needed

From left: Paul Diamond, Seonaid Harvey, Carmen Parahi, Caroline Daley, David Reeves.
Photo: Charlotte McGillen.
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to hold themselves to account and Stuff had adopted its Pou Tiaki charter.
This included a public apology by Stuff which has been given. Resources
made available in Papers Past had helped shift the culture at Stuff and a
move to more use of te reo Māori.

david reeves

David Reeves (Auckland Museum) was the last speaker and he commen-
ded the increased visibility of newspapers as documentary heritage
through Papers Past, offering also a window into personal histories. He
appreciated that it was just on one platform, allowing for collaboration
from other institutions such as the addition of the texts of earlyAuckland
newspapers of the 1840s from several libraries and museums. However,
he also feared that theremay be toomuch available,making it less easy for
researchers and that some packaging or curating of material may be ne-
cessary. He also spoke to National Library’s leadership on copyright and
the threat posed by free trade agreements raising copyright from fifty to
seventy years back.

discussion

It was noted that many today don’t read a physical daily newspaper or go
to libraries. If text wasn’t digital then to many it doesn’t exist and Ins-
tagram is also regarded by many as an authority. To overcome this a re-
naming of Papers Past may be necessary. Some older researchers also
didn’t know how to use a library catalogue or a database, and libraries and
other institutions needed to have available bibliographies, comprehens-
ive ‘help’ pages and ‘how to’ tools.Nevertheless, dangers were seen in over
-curation,who ‘curates the curators’ and what may be scrapbooked in one
decademay not suit another’s future needs.Waitangi Tribunal papers also
need to be more readily accessible in the same way as Papers Past’s re-
sources. The ability to correct Optical Character Recognition (ocr) text
was a forthcoming feature, in the sameway as volunteers assist with Trove
(Papers Past’s Australian equivalent).

—David Verran (Local Historian, Auckland)

A troubled encounter

Barry Rigby details recent dialogue with Archives New Zealand

Much has happened in the troubled Archives New Zealand encounter
with Te Tiriti/Treaty advocates during the past few months. The narrative
starts with a 1 July Justice Churchman Minute in High Court Marine and
Coastal Areas (Takutai Moana) proceedings. He noted how restricted
Archives hours interfered with his urgent inquiries. Then, on 26 July,
Treaty lawyer Karen Feint wrote to Jan Tinetti (Minister in charge of
Archives). Ms Feint asked Minister Tinetti whether Archives consulted
Māori before reducing its reading room hours in late November 2019.Ms
Feint reminded Ms Tinetti that s11 of the Public Records Act 2005 recom-
mended such consultation.
ChiefArchivist StephenClarke replied for theMinister on 18August by

conceding that Archives ‘did not undertake any formal consultation’ on
the 11 November 2019 decision to reduce reading roomhours.He pleaded
that reduced service hours ‘were determined in alignment with our long-
term strategy’ published (it seems) as long ago as 2011 in a document en-
titled Archives 2057. He argued that this strategy included ‘the goal of de-
livery through primarily digital means’, partly driven by a ‘decreasing de-
mand for our physical reading rooms’.
In answer to Ms Feint’s consultation question,Mr Clarke admitted that

Archives ‘did not do enough to effectively consult with Māori’ prior to 11
November 2019. He, nonetheless, vowed to ‘continue to build our te ao
Māori tikanga and capability’. These skills, he maintained, would ‘enable
improved iwi/Māori engagement and user discoverability’.
Vincent O’Malley of HistoryWorks made an impassioned plea for the

restoration of full-time service at an in-person and online 30 August
meeting with Stephen Clarke and senior Archives staff inWellington. Dr
O’Malley deplored the fact that Treaty historians were unable to meet
Justice Churchman’s High Court and Waitangi Tribunal deadlines be-
cause Archives limited access to 20 hours a week in bothWellington and
Auckland.
DrO’Malley in a 31August letter pressedArchives further on its justific-

ation of reduced service hours. He asked Archives about how much
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money they saved by operating half-time reading room hours, and how
much it would cost to restore full-time service. Louise Harris, as Acting
Chief Archivist, replied on 27 September. She began by admitting that
Archives saved nomoney from its greatly reduced hours of public in-per-
son service. She stated that reduced reading room hours enabledArchives
staff ‘to not only focus more on their specific areas of expertise but al-
lowed for improvements in digital treatments and greater public access
(emphasis added)’.
Ms Harris explained how reduced in-person hours improved public ac-

cess with a somewhat contrived cause and effect sequence. She offered as
the cause of reduced reading room hours ‘ten years of decline in reading
room attendance’. This decline, she asserted, ‘freed up resources to meet
the demand of the natural shift to online research and greater ease of [on-
line] access’. Reduced in-person services, she maintained, allowed ‘in-
creased digitisation’. The digitisation drive produced during the 2021/22
financial year what looks like a rather unimpressive 318,000 new digital
images.
Ms Harris refused to estimate the costs of restored full-time in-person

services for Archives users. She stated that this would require a full opera-
tional review which ‘is not currently being considered by Archives’. She

implied that Archives had no intention of restoring the full-time in-per-
son service.
It came as no surprise to Te Tiriti/Treaty advocates when earlier in Oc-

tober Chief Archivist Clarke announced his resignation in an online
Archives newsletter. The text of his concluding announcement reads as
follows:

Finally, you would have seen the news [posted online] that I have
resigned from my post as Kaipupuri Matua, Chief Archivist, and will be
very ably replaced by Anahera Morehu,who has kindly agreed to take on
the acting role. I wanted to take a moment to thank everyone at Te Rua
Mahara o te Kawantanga,Archives New Zealand for all their support and
hard work over the last two years. It was a difficult decision to make, but I
believe the right one for me, my whānau, for the institution, and which
my successors every success in the world. It has been an honour to hold
this office, and I would like to extend my thanks to support and commit-
ment of the whole broad glammir [galleries, libraries, archives, mu-
seums, marae, iwi and records] sector and our government partners for
their engagement and goodwill. I will miss the role, but hopefully I will
be able to remain close to many of you in my future endeavours in the
sector both professionally and as trusted partners and friends.

Nā Stephen Clarke,Chief Archivist – Kaipupuri Matua

The language of Mr Clarke’s farewell message reveals his sincere belief
in the value of biculturalism. But Archives New Zealand remains out of
compliance with its Te Tiriti/Treaty obligations while it continues to op-
erate half-time.

postscript: statement about collections search from chief
archivist

On Friday 11 November,Archives New Zealand discovered a potential se-
curity and privacy issue with its Collections records management system
(Collections search) that required it to be taken down from public view.A
statement fromChief Archivist Anahera Morehu is provided below.

16 November 2022
Archives NZ alerted users, and is keeping them informed of progress,

through its social media channels.

Archives New Zealand building in Wellington, ����. Photo: Wikimedia Commons, L.
Maule, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike �.�
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We sincerely apologise for the impact the Collections closure has had
on work and research commitments and the frustration experienced.
This frustration is also shared byArchives NZ and by ourArchivists,who
work with the system every day and experience the same issues.
Last evening, a core group of senior staff from the Department of In-

ternal Affairs and Archives New Zealand met with senior officials from
the supplier of Collections search, Axiell, to progress mahi under way to
resolve the Collections Search outage.
We are unable to give a timeframe on when Collection search will be

restored, but everyone is working with urgency.
In recent months, we have observed that some records or information

associated with records, are appearing in unexpected places. This could,
potentially,have security and privacy issueswhich is whywe have needed
to make Collections unavailable to the public for periods of time.
This instance is a continuation of a series of issues that we have had

with the Collections records management system since it went live in
February and of specific issues we have observed in recent months.
On this occasion, Archives NZ discovered that a set of records, with

brief record titles containing private information, was publicly visible,
despite the records themselves being Restricted and not visible.
The records are not available digitally and have never been accessible

to the public.We take the privacy of the material we hold very seriously.
While the system is down, Archives NZ and its vendor, Axiell, have

been investigating whether Restricted records have been publicly discov-
erable andwhether there are system issues that need fixing to ensure this
doesn’t happen again.
Though we know that this, and every outage has an impact on our

kaimahi and on themahi of our users,Archives NZ remains firm that un-
til it has full assurance that security and privacymeasures are resolved in
this case, the Collections system will remain down.
The Department of Internal Affairs is aware there have been perform-

ance issues with Archives NZ’s Collections Search tool since it went live
in February 2022. We remain committed to improving the Collections
Search.
The contract with our provider Axiell includes maintaining and con-

tinually improving the Collections system.We meet with them regularly
so we can work towards making those much-needed improvements.
We expect our provider to work with us to ensure we have an archival

information management system that makes it easier for our staff and
users to access collections. This, clearly, is not currently the case.
We continue to engage closely with users to hear their concerns. This

has included holding workshops to identify, first-hand, issues being ex-
perienced by users so we can prioritise key issues to be fixed.
We’ve looked at whether we could return to our previous search tool,

while we resolve these issues. Unfortunately, Archway had reached the
end of its life, with the technology no longer maintained, supported or
able to be improved. This was a major risk to the security of our data and
the prompt for us to move to a new system.
Archway also hasn’t been updated since we launched Collections

search in February 2022 so the data it holds is nowmonths out of date.
We have been keeping users updated regularly on current issues and

planned fixes to improve Collections search.Go to https://www.archives.
govt.nz/collections-search

—Anahera Morehu
Chief Archivist

Archives New Zealand

¶ Source: https://www.archives.govt.nz/about-us/whats-new/statement-
about-collections-search-from-chief-archivist

https://www.archives.govt.nz/about-us/our-work/collections-search
https://www.archives.govt.nz/about-us/our-work/collections-search
https://www.archives.govt.nz/about-us/whats-new/statement-about-collections-search-from-chief-archivist
https://www.archives.govt.nz/about-us/whats-new/statement-about-collections-search-from-chief-archivist
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Writing history for a young
audience
PhilippaWerry considers the joys and challenges of writing
histories for young people

Kia ora koutou, my writing covers the range of fiction, non-fiction, plays
and picture books,mostly for children and young adults,with a strong fo-
cus onNew Zealand history. The opportunity to write this article has crys-
tallised some things I’ve thought about but not put down on paper before,
so I’d be interested to hear any feedback or comments.
In writing for a young audience, some challenges are the same as writ-

ing for adults, but others are different. The need for accuracy is the same,
and so is the skill required (in fiction) to create a story that isn’t swamped
or overwhelmed by research. This is one of the things I still find hardest.
When a gem of information has been hard-won, it’s so tempting to feel
that your readers really need to know it.
Other challenges that span writing for both audiences include how to

honour Te Tiriti o Waitangi in my work, and the need for accuracy and
truth-telling without romanticising or sugar-coating the past, for aware-
ness and constant checking of my own possible biases and for sensitivity
towards whose stories are being told.

a sense of history

On the other hand, one of the main challenges I’ve found in writing for a
young audience is that their sense of time and concept of history is still
developing.A common question on school visits is ‘how long does it take
to write a book?’ and I can tell from the stunned reactions to my usual an-
swer – about a year – that this time frame is almost impossible for them to
grasp. For a 10-year-old, a year represents such a long time, a tenth of their
life so far. Anything that happened more than 20 years ago is more than
twice their lifetime.
The whole of the 20th century, and even the early years of this century,

therefore, can be viewed as history for these young readers. Recent novels
by some of our wonderful children’s writers are set in 1870s Hawkes Bay
(Displaced by Cristina Sanders) and World War Two in the Pacific

(Coastwatcher by David Hill). But they also include settings within the last
50 years: Dawn Raid by Pauline Smith (Cannon’s Creek, Porirua in 1976),
Bastion Point: 507 days on Takaparawha by Tania Roxborogh (Auckland in
1977) and In Our Own Backyard by Anne Kayes (the Springboks tour of
1981).
This still-developing sense of history also means these readers haven’t

yet developed a sense of historical timelines or how events relate to each
other. How much further ago was World War One than World War Two?
Where does the Depression fit in? Going back to the 19th century, how
does the Treaty ofWaitangi/Te Tiriti oWaitangi relate to the events of the
New Zealand Wars, Parihaka, the gold rush or the arrival of the first
European settlers?
That’s one reason why timelines are important, but recently I’ve been

rethinking those too andwondering how they can lookmore enticing.For
example, the timeline in Sky High: Jean Batten’s incredible flying adventures
by David Hill and Phoebe Morris stretches across two whole pages (not
down the page) and includes small, bright illustrations to match the text.

Children reading at the Leys Institute, Ponsonby, ����. Appropriately enough, the child on
the right is reading an edition of Clement C. Moore’s The Night Before Christmas.
Auckland Libraries Heritage Collections ���-��.
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reading levels

Another challenge is the age range. There are different skills needed in
writing for 5–6-year-olds, 8–10s, 12–13s or 14–16s. This relates not just to
the content (how much, and what kind of detail do you go into? How do
you deal with distressing or graphic material?) but also to layout and ref-
erencing. Footnotes can look daunting and children aren’t likely to read
them anyway, so how do you help readers to find the source of a particular
piece of information? How do you make your pages look interesting and
not too intimidating? Some of this is up to the designer, but you can think
about breaking information up into sections, with headings and fact
boxes, while maintaining a clear structure that your reader can easily
follow.

new ways of presenting history

Another challenge is to find newways of presenting material. Perennially
popular non-fiction subjects include native wildlife, war and natural dis-
asters, but writers have found different and original ways to present these
and other topics.
The standard of non-fiction publishing has risen dramatically in the

last decade or so, as exemplified by Gavin Bishop’s amazing works
Aotearoa and Atua: Māori Gods and Heroeswhichwon the non-fiction prize
and Margaret Mahy Book of the Year at the Children’s and Young Adults
Book Awards in 2018 and 2022 respectively. New and imaginative ways to
present historical stories and events can be based around objects (The
Anzac Violin by Jennifer Beck and Robyn Belton), the passage of time
(Changing Times by Bob Kerr), places (Wooden Arms by Sarah Johnson) and
journeys (Cook’s Cook by Gavin Bishop).
Biographies include anthologies likeGoGirl: a storybook of epic New Zea-

land women and Oh Boy: a storybook of epic New Zealand men, David Riley’s
books on Pasifika heroes and picture books like the Penguin series by
David Hill and Phoebe Morris that profiles Ed Hillary, Burt Munro, Jean
Batten, Sir Peter Blake, JoanWiffen and JacindaArdern.ThememoirMop-
head and its sequelMophead Tu: the Queen’s poem by Selina Tusitala Marsh
captivated young readers. New titles in the Scholastic My New Zealand
history series are not appearing as frequently as before but some older
titles have been repackaged and reissued under this brand.
The release of any new war-related children’s books is usually timed to

coincide with anzac Day, but every year also sees a call for better books
for young people about Te Tiriti o Waitangi. This is especially relevant
with the introduction of the new history curriculum and many teachers
and librarians looking for material to support it.
Despite the challenges, I love writing for young people. It’s a privilege to

introduce them to New Zealand history, and I firmly believe that it’s cru-
cial for us to tell our stories to our tamariki and rangitahi, because if we
don’t, who will?

Robbie Frith and the taniwha he made after being read Ron Bacon’s The Boy and the
Taniwha at Palmerston North City Library, ����. Palmerston North City Library, ����P_
L��_������, reproduced with permission from Stuff Limited and Manawatu Standard.
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Foundations:More than amemoir

Karin Speedy blends family and personal histories into histories
of Aotearoa and beyond in a recent publication

To describe Foundations as amemoir gives only a partial idea of the nature
of this book. As historians, we love a memoir for the personal insights it
gives us into the lived experiences of the individual writing it and the his-
torical events that form the background of their life. While Foundations
certainly does this, the book has numerous facets that make it more than
a memoir.
When people askmewhat it is about, the first word that springs tomind

is ‘connections’. It is about connections – connections to our past, to our
ancestors, to the land where we grew up, the places we visit, the books we
read, our friends, our family, our memories.And these connections inter-
sect across oceans, in and between islands and continents and across time
and lifetimes, forming an intricate web of exchange, an archipelago of
memories. In this way, Foundations owes much to Edouard Glissant’s ‘ar-
chipelagic thinking’ and Epeli Hau’ofa’s ‘sea of islands’ paradigm as well
as to whakapapa or genealogy. It is about understanding that inside us are
all of those who came before us, that we are everything we experience,
consume, endure, and that all is interconnected.
In Foundations, rather than playing in the background, history is integ-

ral to the story. There are three interwoven narrative strands that run
through the book – my story,my family history and colonial history/colo-
nialism across time, space and empires. My personal story recounts my
childhood, teenage and young adult memories, growing up in Auckland
in the 70s, 80s and 90s and my academic journey at the University of
Auckland. I track my development as an anti-racist, activist scholar as I
navigate my first major research project on Louisiana Creole and make
formative trips to the Pacific and Europe. Through these I show my pas-
sion for research, the archives and my penchant for always questioning
master narratives. Foundations is thus also about my relationship with the
academy and my mentors, about tracing a whakapapa of decolonial
scholarship.
My story enables me to come to an understanding of myself through

intergenerational trauma (intersecting with family histories) but it also
allows me to bring into the narrative my own memories and experiences
of particular histories, such as the bombing of the RainbowWarrior or the
CivilWar in KanakyNewCaledonia.My research interests in colonial and
anti-colonial histories, literatures and languages in the Pacific, Australia,
Aotearoa and the francophone world enhance and contextualise these
personal reflections as can be seen in chapters like ‘Nuclear Colonialism’,
‘Paris’, ‘Independence’, ‘Tayo’ or ‘Kanaky’.

We turned to look at the words emblazoned in scarlet spray paint on
the wall. “Kanak et fier de l’être.” It was the catchphrase of Jean-Marie
Tjibaou, the charismatic Kanak independence leader who had cut a path-
way to decolonisation for his people before his untimely demise. It was
1992. Tjibaou had been assassinated barely three years before. The

► Graffiti in Kanaky
New Caledonia, 1992.
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Cultural Centre that would bear his name had not yet been built.His leg-
acy, though, was on display here, at the old penitentiary on the île Nou,
which had once housed the transportés, men and women convicted of
common law crimes in the Metropole, sentenced to hard labour in the
bagne and who built, in chains and straw hats, the roads, buildings and
infrastructure on the island, including this, their own prison. The graffiti
writer had boldly proclaimed his identity, inscribing it on the surface of
this building, this vestige of French colonialism, symbolically writing
over/overwriting this blot of white terror on the landscape of Kanaky (pp
67–68).

Indeed, I weave my specialist knowledge throughout the book, showing
how I readwords, literature, archives, lives but also, and especially, the his-
tory and trauma embedded in our landscapes. Through my writing, the
reader sees beyond the surface beauty of a particular site, peels back the
layers and perceives those other unspoken histories reposing in the
cracks and furrows.

One afternoon, after some shopping at Les Halles, I headed to the Left
Bank. I passed through the Île de la Cité and stepped onto the Pont Saint-
Michel. I skipped my hands along the stone railing, stopped, stared into
the Seine and saw tranquillity, bateaux mouches and Haussman build-
ings lining the river.But,when I closedmy eyes, I could alsomake out the
dead bodies, bloated, floating, the drowned men, the Algerians who had
broken curfew that night in October 1961 to protest, peacefully, against
discriminatory laws that saw them locked inside after dark and to call for
independence at home in Algeria. Maurice Papon, the man who sent
French Jews to their deaths in the concentration camps of Nazi Germany
and who tortured civilians during the Algerian War, would also be re-
sponsible for a Muslim massacre in central Paris. He was then the chief
of police and he ordered his men to strike down the protesters. They did
with all the brutality reserved for the colonial subject. It was a blood bath.
Hundreds of men were disposed of in the waters of the Seine. Their si-
lenced cries could still be heard over the traffic. If you knewwhat to listen
for (pp 166–167).

In Foundations I also emphasise how entangled colonial histories are,
highlight the crossing over of colonial ideologies and strategies, show the
trans-imperial and global aspects of colonialism and demonstrate the

lingering presence of colonial mindsets and the structures of colonialism
in societies today. This comparative work is only possible through the
deep cultural understanding that comes with speaking another language,
reading other literatures, philosophies and histories. I draw on examples
from both my research and family stories across time and geographical
spaces (Aotearoa, Australia, the Pacific, the USA, Europe, North and West
Africa, the Caribbean and the IndianOcean), teasing out the multifarious
and fascinating intersections in these stories. Personal anecdotes, such as
the ‘thirty-tooth Māori’ story in ‘Gina’ or the têtes de nègre in a boulan-
gerie in ‘Thingafiction’, serve as tangible and relatable introductions to
the fundamental concepts of blood quantum andAimé Césaire’s ‘chosific-
ation’, or the reduction of colonised people to things, that I go on to dis-
cuss in greater depth in these chapters.
The family histories in the book were, in many cases, written as they

were uncovered. I employed the same research methods (and ethics) as I
do in my academic work, using oral histories, archival research (includ-
ing online archives), newspapers, secondary sources (books, articles,
theses), genealogical research,material culture artefacts and also drawing
on literature, art, film and music. I note:

Karin by the Seine, ����. Source: Karin Speedy.
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It’s funny, I had spent a good part of my career researching other
people’s families, other people’s histories, stories about other places,
other cultures. I found them intriguing, riveting, worthwhile of my time
and energy but I had never really thought too deeply about my own
(p213).

My detective-like approach underscores my very real excitement as I
learned about my ancestors, the wonder I felt as I delved into the family
mysteries and was able to debunk some of the family myths. I was astoun-
ded at the palimpsests that I discovered, the curious and slightly spooky
phenomenon where I found that, in several cases and on different sides
of the family, I had been walking in my ancestors’ footsteps.
Through events like the Treaty of Waitangi, colonisation schemes, the

New ZealandWars, the Waihi miners’ strike,World War Two and so on, I
investigate my ancestors’ roles in the colonial project, painting them as
complex humans who reflect the societies in which they lived but avoid-
ing the glorification and sugar-coating that has plagued Pākehā history in

the past. In ‘Great South Road’ I ask:

Great South Road,where Poppa worked at the brewery,Great Uncle Bill
had his gaming rooms, mum worked at the Starlight cinema and, before
that, at George Courts and the pharmacy in Hunters Corner… Did we
ever, any of us, think of this road’s original purpose? Did we know it as
our feet pounded the footpath, as we waited at bus stops, or as our cars
navigated the tarseal? Did we think of the displaced Māori refugees who
fled down it? Did we know that it was a road to war, massacres, looting, a
road to the murder of women and children, a road to land ‘confiscation’
and oppression? If not,we should have (pp 50–51).

Foundations is not without its lightermoments nor indeed humour.The
memoir aspect, the unfolding ‘real time’ investigation into family stories
and its novelistic form make it a gripping and enjoyable read but, ulti-
mately, its purpose stretches beyond entertainment. Foundations is a his-
torical tapestry that makes people think, face up to uncomfortable histor-
ies and acknowledge the devastating impact of colonialism on colonised
peoples around the world. It is a timely and accessible contribution to the
literature as Aotearoa reassesses its approach to writing and teaching its
colonial past.

—Associate Professor Karin Speedy holds a Marsden Fund grant as an in-
dependent scholar and is affiliated to the University of Adelaide. Founda-
tions is available in New Zealand through Unity Books or Good Books in
Wellington or online in paperback, ebook, Kindle and audiobook formats

through retailers listed here: https://books2read.com/u/mlLM27

Great South Road, showing the DB Brewery, Ōtāhuhu, ����. Whites Aviation Collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library, WA-�����-G.

https://books2read.com/u/mlLM27
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Conferences

Oral history in troubling times:
opportunities & challenges

Sandra Gorter reports on the 22nd Biennial conference of Oral
History Australia held in Launceston

Likemany conferences originally scheduled for 2021, this conference was
at first postponed and then rescheduled toOctober this year due toCovid-
19, but the wait was well worth it. I attended thanks to support from the
phanza Contestable Fund.
The conference was well organised with a strong sense of collegiality

that facilitated many cooperative discussions during and after sessions.

There were sessions on working
lives, oral histories in exhibition
and film,queer history,migrant his-
tory, responses to Covid, climate
change, protest and activism, oral
history techniques, family history,
men’s and women’s history,war, and
ethical challenges. But for me, and
many others, the highights were the
papers peppered throughout the
sessions, and featuring in the open-
ing and closing plenaries, on work
fromAboriginal researchers.
While the unknowing practices

of white Australia still evident in
some of the addresses, such as the
absence of a smoking ceremony,
equivalent to karakia and waiata in
the New Zealand context, was dis-
comforting, the intention to find a
path towards reconciliationwas clearly there.The papers by aboriginal re-
searchers addressed the specific issues of their work, acknowledging the
brutality inherent in the narrative while steadfastly moving on to what
they were doing to address the past as they moved into the future. It was
genuinely uplifting to see the courage of the younger generation taking
these issues in hand.
The closing plenary was delivered by Teresa Sainty and her neice Zoe

Rimmer of the Palawa people of Tasmania, a term encompassing the Lo-
etrouwitter, Lutruwita and Trouwerner peoples (seeWiti Ihimaera’s novel
The Trowenna Sea, Raupo Penguin, 2006). Their work for their Masters and
PhD theses in Linguistics, done to recover their language which was once
banned and lost in the spoken world, was an achievement that awed the
audience, many of whom were in tears by the end. The discussion at the
end of this session featured many offers of support from diverse fields of
academic enquiry who will all no doubt add greatly to the narrative.
The post-conference event I had beenmost looking forward to, a tour of

Launceston’s CataractGorge by Dr PatsyCameronAO,had to be cancelled
due to heavy rain which brought the waters of the Gorge up nine metres

Lynette Shum, Kath Apma Travis Penangke, Kat Ellinghaus and Sandra Gorter, Cataract
Gorge, �� October ����. Photo: Marina Gilmore.

The lower end of the Cataract Gorge in
flood. Photo: Sandra Gorter.
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or more over the sites Dr Patsy had
intended to include. I spent a lot of
recreational time in my younger
years here rock climbing, walking
andwatchingmy friends kayak the
Gorge in flood, as it was this day,
and I had wanted to see it through
the eyes of others. That was not to
be, but Lynette Shum from the Na-
tional Library of New Zealand, her
sister Marina and I, spent a very
enjoyable few hours walking the
tracks to the basin which was spec-
tacularly in flood,meeting upwith
Kath Apma Travis Penangke and
Kat Ellinghaus along the way.

Continuity andChange
Libby Bowyer comments on the New Historians Conference 2022

On 19 and 20 October, the yearly New Historians Conference took place
at Te Herenga Waka – Victoria University of Wellington. The committee,
made up of postgraduate students from the history programme at Vic-
toria University, is the 17th to run the conference since its inception in
2006 when phanza member Paul Christoffel delivered the first ever pa-
per.After last year’s conferencewas cancelled andmoved to an online blog
format due to Covid-19, it was wonderful to again meet with postgradu-
ates and historians from around the globe, in person and online.
The hybrid conference allowed for a broader outreach as presenters

came from Victoria Unjversity of Wellington,Massey University, Univer-
sity of Auckland, University of Otago, University of Waikato, Australian
National University, University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg,

Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Dehli, North South University in
Dhaka and Sophia University in Tokyo. Historians from Canterbury Mu-
seum and Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga also presented.
The theme for this year’s conference, ‘Continuity and Change’ gave a

broad vantage point from which to consider our ventures into our re-
search as well as our personal experiences in the recent past. It also al-
lowed for an interdisciplinary approach to be taken. Students from liter-
ary translation, English literature, sociology, and religious studies spoke
of how history had informed their research and allowed it to evolve.
phanza member Alison Breese presented a paper on ‘Public Conveni-

ences & Plagues and Pandemics’. I presented my PhD research on the op-
eration of coverture in nineteenth century New Zealand. Presentations
were given on environmental history,material culture, gender, literature,
queer histories, colonialism and social history. It was great to see a strong
focus on New Zealand history alongside histories of Australia, America,
Africa, Britain,Germany, India and Russia.
Sam Iti Prendergast from the University of Waikato delivered the key-

note on day one and encouraged attendees to think about their position-
ality in relation to the land and archives we study, the language we use in
our research and the ongoing effects of history around us as a settler colo-
nial state. Charlotte Greenhalgh, also from the University of Waikato,
zoomed in on day two and shared her experiences as a postgraduate and
early career academic before presenting her research on the history of
pregnancy in Aotearoa New Zealand since 1940.
The conference theme ‘Continuity and Change’ showed that the appet-

ite for upcoming historians to look at the past in an effort to better under-
stand our present is alive and well.
The conference provides a valuable opportunity for postgraduate stu-

dents to mix, share their research and gain conference speaking experi-
ence. It also provides an opportunity for students at Victoria University to
learn how to run a conference and work as part of a team during what
sometimes feels like a solitary existence writing a thesis. As a member of
the conference committee in 2019 this has turned out to be of huge value.
The conference is funded by Victoria University and would not be pos-
sible without the help of the School of History, Philosophy, Political Sci-
ence and International Relations staff to guide the process.

◄ Rock formation, Cataract Gorge.
Photo: Sandra Gorter.
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New members

james braund

James Braund comes to phanza with more
than 25 years’ experience as an academic at
the University of Auckland, where he has
worked at various times as ResearchAssistant,
Limited Term Tutor, Post-Doctoral Research
Fellow, and (currently) Honorary Research
Fellow. While his academic background was
originally in German literature, most of
James’ university work from the mid-1990s
has been historical in nature and has looked
primarily at the many German connections
with New Zealand and the Pacific. This has in-
cluded research assistance on projects explor-
ing past German ties with Samoa and Tonga,
aswell as side-trips of differing durations into
New Zealand’s science and environmental
histories,German anthropology and eugenics
prior to 1945, and work as an occasional free-
lance translator of nineteenth-century sci-
entific correspondence. In recent years, James
has focused increasingly on the many Ger-
man-speaking scientists and naturalists who
worked in New Zealand and the wider Pacific
region prior to 1900, with a special emphasis
on Johann Reinhold Forster (1729–1798) and
his sonGeorge (1754–1794), the official natur-
alists on Cook’s second voyage. He is cur-
rently geeking out on the elder Forster’s de-
scriptions (in Latin) of southern fauna met
with en route – the penguins in particular.

Johann Reinhold Forster
(����-����), official
naturalist on Cook’s
second voyage, and the
first German known to
have set foot on New
Zealand soil. The plant
surrounding his likeness is
Forstera sedifolia, first
collected in Dusky Sound
in ���� and later named
after him by Linnaeus.
(Engraving by J. F. Bause,
����; original held by the
University of Leipzig
Library).

tony rasmusssen

My first work as a young history graduate
was researching the lives of Māori Anglican
clergy for Peter Lineham’s dnzb working
party. This was published in Mission and
Moko: Aspects of the Church Missionary Society
in New Zealand, 1814–1884. I joined the Man-
awatū Museum (now Te Manawa) as a re-
search assistant in 1992 and at the sugges-
tion of director Mina McKenzie pursued a
curatorial career. This has offered opportun-
ities to delve deeply into local history
through exhibitions and associated publica-
tions. An early project involving Rangitāne ki Manawatū and nzhpt in
the placement of pouwhenua carved by the late John Bevan Ford at sites
of historic importance to Rangitāne was a fine introduction to the power
of collaboration betweenmuseums and communities.Many projects have
followed, notably a contract curator role for Aratoi Museum’s 2015 exhib-
ition ‘Featherston Camp: The Record of a Remarkable Achievement’. I
moved to Germany in 2019, with short stints in Cyprus and Egypt along
the way. On my return, I have tapped into local history again by writing
for theManawatū Journal of History, including a forthcoming essay on the
Manawatū Multicultural Centre. I work as a records administrator at Te
Pūkenga New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology in Palmerston
North.
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Member publications
Elizabeth Cox
Making Space: A history of New Zealand women in
architecture
Massey University Press, Auckland, 2022.
ISBN 978-1-9910163-4-8
RRP $65.00

Overlooked, underpaid, and often under-
mined, New Zealand women architects have
faced decades of struggle to maintain a posi-
tion in a male-dominated profession yet their
work has been both important and of significance. This groundbreaking
new book tells the story of their contribution to the creativity, built envir-
onment and community of New Zealand.
Written by leading women architects, both in practice and in academia,

the book’s bold, vivid chapters surface dozens of remarkable women, in-
cluding many whose careers had until now almost entirely been lost to
the historical record. It canvasses the barriers women have faced,and con-
tinue to face, and explains the determined strategies many of them have
adopted to make their way.
Comprehensive, brave and surprising, Making Space is a remarkable

contribution to both our architectural and our social history.

Bee Dawson
Ōtari: Two hundred years of Ōtari-Wilton’s Bush
The Cuba Press, Wellington, 2022.
ISBN 9781988595610
RRP $80.00

Ōtari tells the story ofŌtari-Wilton’s Bush, the only botanic garden dedic-
ated solely to the collection and conservation of the plants unique to
AotearoaNew Zealand and a native bush reservewith over a hundred hec-
tares of regenerating forest, including some ofWellington’s oldest trees. It
begins with the Ngāti Tama gardens in the area from the 1820s, and settler
family theWiltons,who protected acres of native bush for the community
to enjoy, and then follows the evolution of the land into a plant museum
under leading plant ecologist Leonard Cockayne and Wellington’s first

Director of Parks and Reserves, John Gretton MacKenzie. Botanical de-
scriptions and archival research are enlivened by the colourful stories of
the curators who created and managed the collections, starting withWal-
ter Brockie in 1947, and the many gardeners, botanists and volunteers
who have worked on the internationally renowned garden and reserve.
Ōtari-Wilton’s Bush is a taonga that sustains both the people who visit it
and the country whose plant life it protects.

Paul Diamond
Downfall: The destruction of Charles Mackay
Massey University Press, Auckland, 2022.
ISBN 9781991016188
RRP $45.00

In 1920 New Zealanders were shocked by the
news that the brilliant, well-connected mayor
of Whanganui had shot a young gay poet,
D’Arcy Cresswell, who was blackmailing him.
They were then riveted by the trial that
followed.
Mackay was sentenced to hard labour and

later left the country, only to be shot by a police sniper during street un-
rest in Berlin during the rise of the Nazis.
Mackay had married into Whanganui high society, and the story has

long been the town’s dark secret. The outcome of years of digging by his-
torian Paul Diamond, Downfall: The destruction of Charles Mackay shines a
clear light on the vengeful impulses behind the blackmail and Mackay’s
ruination.
The cast of this tale includes the Prince of Wales, the president of the

RSA, Sir Robert Stout, Blanche Baughan … even Lady Ottoline Morrell.
But it is much more than an extraordinary story of scandal. At its heart,
the Mackay affair reveals the perilous existence of homosexual men at
that time and how society conspired to control and punish them.
This important new history is a careful examination of an important

and little understoodmoment in our past and is unique for the queer lens
through which it views the complex lives and motivations of key figures
in late-Edwardian New Zealand and the systems within which they
operated.
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Jock Phillips
A History of New Zealand in 100 Objects
Penguin, 2022.
ISBN 9781761047213
RRP $55.00

New Zealand history through a new lens – 100
objects offer 100 entry points into the power-
ful, captivating stories of our shared past.
Authored by award-winning historian Jock

Phillips,The History of New Zealand in 100 Ob-
jects is gripping, inclusive, often revelatory
and deeply human.A colourful and character-
ful retelling of our shared past, relevant to
today, particular to all of us.
The sewing kete of an unknown 18th-century Maori woman; the En-

deavour cannons that fired on waka in 1769; the bagpipes of an Irish pub-
lican PaddyGalvin; the school uniform ofHarold Pond,a Napier Tech pu-
pil in the Hawke’s Bay quake; the Biko shields that tried to protect
protestors during the Springbok tour in 1981;Winston Reynolds’ remark-
able home-made Hokitika television set, the oldest working TV in the
country; the soccer ball that was a tribute to Tariq Omar, a victim of the
Christchurch Mosque shootings, and so many more – these are items of
quiet significance and great personal meaning, taonga carrying stories
that together represent a dramatic, full-of-life history for everyday New
Zealanders.

Mark Dunick, ‘Continental European Assisted Migrants in 1870s New Zealand’,
PhD thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 2022.

Elizabeth Bowyer, ‘Taking the Stand: Women as Witnesses in New Zealand’s
Colonial Courts, circa 1840-1900’, law&history, vol 9, no 1 (2022), pp 1–28.

Ben Schrader, ‘The Rise and Fall of Residential Tenancy Protection Legislation in
New Zealand, 1916-1961’, law&history, vol 9, no 1 (2022), pp 188–213.

Margaret Tennant, ‘Performing the Local: City, Commemoration and Modernity
in the Provinces’, New Zealand Journal of History, vol 56, no 2 (2022), pp 2–28.

Member exhibitions

Bobbie Barwell: Capturing People and Places,
Ashburton Museum, 28 September to 18 December,
curated by Maryann Cowan and Danielle Campbell.

Explore the life, career and photographs of one of Ashburton’s earliest fe-
male photographers, ‘Bobbie’ Barwell of Barwell Studios.
A woman who was not confined by the social constructs of her time,

Bobbie’s photographs capture life in Hakatere Ashburton and Te Wai-
pounamu in the 1930s and 40s,with her passion for the outdoors shining
through.Her photograph of Lake Pūkaki appears to have been the inspir-
ation for the engraving on the second series of the New Zealand five
pound bank note, released in 1940.This exhibition explores this story and
more, including photographic techniques, equipment, and practices in
the era of Barwell Studios.

Lake Pūkaki, March ����. Photo: Mildred Annie (Bobbie) Barwell of Barwell
Studios, Ashburton. Print photograph belonging to Mr B. Rickard.
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PHANZA publications

New Zealand Journal of Public History
Emma-Jean Kelly, a historian at Manatū Taonga Ministry for Culture and
Heritage, offers a newly published article, ‘The Disappearance of James
O’Grady: Mental Health inAotearoa in the Early Twentieth Century’, that
can be found here: https://phanza.org.nz/new-zealand-journal-of-public-
history/. Two further articles, by Evan Roberts and Malcolm McKinnon,
will complete the 2022 issue. Options for publication include research
articles of 5000–6000 words, plus interviews, opinion pieces and photo
essays of around 2000–3000 words. Please contact editor@phanza.org.nz
if you are keen to make a contribution.

Phanzine
If you wish to publicise your work through Phanzine and/or social media,
please forward the details to editor@phanza.org.nz. The deadline for con-
tent for the April issue of Phanzine is Friday 17March 2023.

► Muslin Christmas stocking
made by Doris Collins at Awahuri

School, c. 1914. Photo: Michael
Hall. Te Manawa Museum,

2008/208/1.

Meri
Kirihimete
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